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Complexity 
system conceptualization

The world seen from a sewer 
modeller

The world seen from a multimedia 
fate modeller
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Complexity 
Processes

”Traditional” pollutants
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m
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Dissolved, no big 
transformations (e.g. 
ammonia)

Advection Dispersion

Particulate (e.g. TSS) Settling Resuspension

Affected by biological/ 
phisico-chemical processes 
(e.g. H2S)

(mostly) first order 
processes



Complexity 
Processes

Micropollutants

Several processes (with complex kinetics)

Multiple phases
Dissolved, sorbed to particle, parent, metabolite, etc.

Interaction with other water quality parameters
Sorption/desorption to TSS 
Oxygen transfer rates
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MP modelling in IUWS
You can't have your cake and eat it

Temporal resolution

Spatial resolution

Rainfall plays a major role on 
MP fluxes

Dynamic simulations (minutes 
time steps)



MP modelling in IUWS
Which processes to include?

Where are available 
measurements?

Not sufficient for parameter 
estimation

BUT

We know MP behaviour 
(inherent properties)

I can find them in 
literature

”traditional” 
pollutants



Sounds nice…but does it work?

Copenhagen city centre
Simulation of 8 MP

5 pharmaceuticals 
1 Personal Care Product
2 “industrial” products

MP data from literature
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Input

Input

Input

Inlet 
concentrations at 

WWTP

Challenge #1

Complex urban catchment – but only 
measurement in a single downstream point…

…and in dry weather



Results
Monte Carlo simulations

Model uncertainty 
bounds

Measured 
concentrations
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Measured 
concentrations

… we are (more or less) there…

One order of 
magnitude off..



Results
Monte Carlo simulations

Model uncertainty 
bounds

Measured 
concentrations
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Measured 
concentrations

Challenge #2

Uncertainty about input 
values (emission rates, 
etc…)



“Traditional” pollutants
Are we sure about them?

Existing sewer water quality models struggle 
to simulate some “traditional” parameters
MP fate is strongly affected by sorption/ 
desorption in sewers 

Depend on TSS concentrations

Measured 
concentrations

Challenge #3

Knowledge on in-
sewer processes 
still limited



Conclusion

There are modelling tools to estimate MP fluxes across 
IUWS systems
Compromise are necessary in terms of model complexity
We cannot model everything
We cannot neglect major sources of result uncertainty:

Few data, located in few points of the systems, not 
grasping all the dynamic processes
How much is coming out from Combined Sewer overflows?
Uncertainty about MP inputs to the system
How much is entering my system?
Limited knowledge about in sewer processes
Be careful with particles in wet weather, biofilm along pipes, 
etc…



Thanks for listening!

luve@env.dtu.dk

And thanks to Prof. Peter Steen Mikkelsen, Dr. Fabio 
Polesel, and Panagiota Petsi for their contribution


